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Abstract—With the advent of mobile phone photography and
point-and-shoot cameras, deep-burst imaging is widely used for
a number of photographic effects such as depth of field, super-
resolution, motion deblurring, and image denoising. In this work,
we propose to solve the problem of deep-burst image denoising by
including an optical flow-based correspondence estimation module
which aligns all the input burst images with respect to a reference
frame. In order to deal with varying noise levels the individual
burst images are pre-filtered with different settings. Exploiting
the established correspondences one network block predicts a
pixel-wise spatially-varying filter kernel to smooth each image
in the original and prefiltered bursts before fusing all images to
generate the final denoised output. The resulting pipeline achieves
state-of-the-art results by combining all available information
provided by the burst.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to recent development of faster and lightweight portable
CPUs especially in mobile and point-and-shoot cameras, burst
photography has been gaining further prominence because of
the noise reduction and motion blur removal capabilities. Burst
photography [1, 2] can also be understood as multi-frame image
restoration task [3–6] which has a wider range of applications
even in satellite photography [7, 8] for remote sensing. The
sensors and lenses in smartphones are much smaller and more
lightweight than those of professional cameras but they collect
less light per pixel which leads to noisier images. Compensating
this by longer exposures could introduce motion blur. As an
alternative, a burst of many short and noisy images could be
computationally combined into one sharp image. Camera phone
APIs already provide denoising algorithms but they are not
optimized for burst denoising.

Current burst denoising methods perform the alignment
simply based on homographies estimated between the burst
images [9, 10], followed by some pixel denoising. Our proposed
pixel-wise alignment based on optical flow is significantly more
powerful in compensating for scenes with complex depth and
camera or object motion. We still expect the motion between
the burst images to be rather small. Our overall architecture
is depicted in Figure 1. First, we generate enhanced burst
inputs by applying the pre-trained self-guided filtering network
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(SGN) [11] for each image to generate pre-denoised bursts.
Both, the original and the denoised images are aligned with
respect to the reference frame using the RAFT [12] optical flow
network. Based on the aligned images and extracted features
a network block predicts a per-pixel adaptive filter kernel to
denoise every pixel in every image. A final fusion block merges
all predictions across all bursts into a single output.

Secondly, we estimate pixel adaptive filter-kernels which
per pixel describe where to collect color information from
the aligned input bursts. The decoder then only applies those
kernels, thus produces weighted averages over neighbouring
pixels from all aligned images.

We demonstrate the importance of each module in an ablation
study. Our contributions are as follows: a) optical flow-based
alignment of multiple pre-denoised burst images, b) adaptive
per-pixel filtering of aligned burst images followed by cross-
burst fusion, c) improved denoising performance, especially in
low-noise scenarios.

II. RELATED WORK

Related work covers single image denoising, homography-
based alignment, and deep-burst imaging. In the following
section, we discuss related works pertaining to our problem
statement, starting with single image denoising, followed by
homography-based and optical flow-based alignment, and
finally contemporary progress on deep-burst imaging.

a) Single image denoising: Most photography hardware
companies take advantage of the recently developed lightweight
neural network denoising models; exploiting the significant
increase in mobile computation power. In the early days of
CNNs, models such as [11] improved performance compared
to classical image denoising models based on Markov random
fields but they could not compete with BM3D [13] which
introduced a new denoising paradigm by combining 3D block
matching and domain transform. They are later surpassed by a
sparse denoising autoencoder models [14, 15]. Simple multi-
layer perceptron-based models [16], residual link networks [17]
and later deeper residual networks [18] and persistent memory-
based networks [19] have shown superior performance due
to enhanced receptive fields. All these models have the
advantage of being trainable end-to-end exploiting simple to
generate training data. For a multitude of image processing
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Figure 1. Method overview. The input image burst is pre-filtered twice using SGN [11] with different filter strengths. For each stack we extract features, align
both features and images and then apply a content-adaptive spatial filter with weights derived from the aligned features. The results from all three bursts are
fused to predict the denoised output.

tasks, training can be accelerated using pre-trained models
and transfer learning [20]. In this spirit, we incorporate the
pre-trained self-guided network (SGN) [11] to enrich the
burst input with smooth priors. SGN extracts large-scale
contextual information and gradually propagates it to the
higher resolution sub-networks for feature self-guidance and
denoising at multiple scales. This efficient multiscale local
features extraction property allows it to efficiently recover
denoised images.

b) Deep-burst Denoising: While single image denoising
relies on learned image priors, deep-burst denoising assimilates
features from multiple noisy frames to predict a better image.
A similar idea is used in burst motion deblurring [21] where
a sharp image is recurrently extracted from a burst of blurry
ones. Similarly, recurrent neural networks have also been used
for burst denoising. Bhat et al. [10] reparametrize the image
formation process in the latent space, and integrate learned
image priors for the denoised prediction. Kernel prediction
networks [22, 23] leverage the localized pixel neighborhood
weighted filters to predict a denoised image from multiple
inputs. Dudhane et al.[24] proposed to extract pre-processed
features from each burst frame following an edge-boosting burst
alignment module. The pseudo-burst features are then enriched
using multi-scale contextual information, which is followed
by adaptively aggregate information from the corresponding
features.

Our novel burst denoising model also applies adaptive pixel-
neighborhood filters but first performs an explicit alignment
step.

c) Correspondence Alignment: Multiple frame denoising
usually involves some sort of alignment [5] of the frames
in the burst for superior feature assimilation. Tico [25]
demonstrates a block matching approach within the reference
and the neighboring frames to support multiple frame denoising.
VBM4D [26] and VBM3D [27] take the BM3D algorithm
further to video denoising with faster homography flow-based
alignment. We instead estimate per pixel correspondences for
a more fine-grained alignment. When capturing a burst of
images of a potentially dynamic scene with a handheld camera
each image will show slightly different content. In order to
effectively utilize information from those multiple frames for
denoising, the frames need to be aligned [5].

Tico [25] demonstrates a block matching approach within the
reference and the neighboring frames to support multiple frame
denoising. VBM4D [26] and VBM3D [27] take the BM3D
algorithm further to video denoising with block matching for
alignment.

Neural network optical flow models can leverage information
beyond patch-level correspondence information to predict
dense correspondences, i.e. estimating pixel motion between
consecutive frames of a video [28]. Some of the first learning
based optical flow methods used simple CNN architectures [29–
31]. Recently they were superseded by recurrent techniques
like RAFT [12] or transformer-based architectures like Flow-
Former [32]. Those current state of the art techniques are very
good and very close to ground truth [33].

In our approach we utilize the success in the optical flow
field by using a pretrained RAFT implementation provided in
torchvision [34]. RAFT provides the high-quality pixel-wise
correspondence alignment that we rely on for our denoising
approach.

III. METHOD

The core idea of our burst denoising method is to first
spatially align the pixels in the burst stack. Afterwards, each
aligned image is denoised by a content-adaptive spatially-
varying filter step followed by an adaptive fusion of all
processed images (see Figure 1, left).

A. Prefiltering with SGN

Our method starts by filtering the burst images. The amount
of noise in input bursts can vary significantly, even within the
same burst. Because of varying degrees of noise and blur due
to abrupt camera motion, precise alignment might be difficult.
We, therefore, duplicate the input burst into three processing
streams. The first stream B uses the original burst, the second
stream B10 (σ = 10) a mildly pre-denoised version of the burst
and the last one B30 (σ = 30) a strongly denoised version (see
Figure 2). We apply the pretrained SGN [11] to each individual
frame but any single-frame denoising algorithm could be used.
The intermediate results from the different streams will be
fused in the last step of our pipeline.



(a) Input (b) Ground Truth

(c) SGN σ = 10 (d) SGN σ = 30

Denoising performance of the pre-trained SGN. (σ = 10) retains the
original sharpness. (σ = 30) shows better denoising performance but

loses sharp details.
Figure 2. Prefiltering with SGN

(a) Reference (b) before alignment (c) after alignment
Alignment error between the reference and the last burst image
scaled 5 times. Note, how after alignment differences in the
silhouette are no longer present.

Figure 3. Pixel-wise alignment

B. Feature Extraction

To add local context to each pixel we enrich each image by
processing it with a simple CNN. In addition, the estimated
noise level of the image is concatenated as the fourth channel
before processing. In each processing stream, we produce
corresponding feature stacks. The same shared weights are
used for each image in each stream. Both the image stack and
the feature stack are used as inputs for the alignment module.

C. Alignment

The central property that is exploited with burst denoising is
that the content captured in the individual frames of the burst is
very similar. In the original images, the scene content however
might be shifting due to camera shake or scene dynamics.
We use the pre-trained RAFT [12] model that is shipped
with torchvision [34] to estimate the optical flow between

the reference image frame and any other image frame in
the burst. The estimated flow computed from the reference
and secondary images is used to warp the secondary image
frames and their corresponding feature maps with respect to
the reference image frame and the reference feature frame
respectively. The effectiveness of the RAFT-based alignment
is visualized in Figure 3.

D. Collaborative Content-adaptive Spatial Filtering

At this point, the images and features in the bursts are all
aligned with respect to the reference frame. The next step is to
filter the images spatially and combine the results pixel-wise for
the final result. The spatial filtering is implemented with content-
dependent per-pixel kernels. Those kernels are estimated by
a CNN from the aligned feature stack, i.e. collaboratively
considering all feature maps at the same time. The output
activations of this CNN are reshaped into 3 × 3 and 5 × 5
filter kernels for all images and all pixels. The result is two
kernels of shape [N,H,W, 3, 3] and [N,H,W, 5, 5] with the
number of images N , height H and width W . The kernels are
normalized via softmax and applied to each image in the burst
individually, effectively computing a weighted average color
over the 3× 3 and 5× 5 neighborhood of each pixel as shown
in Figure 4.

aligned images

ConvConvConvConvConvConv
softmax

filter kernel for every pixel

ConvConvConvConvConvConv

aligned features

Figure 4. The spatial content-adaptive filter kernels for every pixel are estimated
by a CNN based on all aligned features. They are applied individually to the
aligned images to produce the spatially filtered burst.

E. Burst Fusion

Remember in Section III-A the burst was split into three
processing streams B, B10 and B30, which are all processed
individually in the same way so far. This means at this stage we
have aligned and spatially filtered images and the corresponding
aligned image features for each stream. The final step is to
fuse all information from the different bursts into a single
denoised image Ipred. This denoised result is computed as
a weighted average over the spatially filtered images from
all three processing streams. As indicated in Figure 5, we
concatenate the aligned features of the streams with the spatially
filtered images and process them together in a 4-layer CNN.
This CNN produces the weight volume. This volume contains
a weight for every pixel and color of every image. A softmax
over the image dimension is applied to the weights in order
to ensure that summing up the weights over this dimension
yields 1 for every color channel. The result Ipred is finally
computed as a weighted sum per pixel. This is implemented
as element-wise multiplication between weight volume and



spatially filtered images followed by a sum over the burst
dimension. Every channel for every input image is therefore
weighted individually, which is more powerful than just mixing
the existing colors of the spatially filtered images.

B

B10

B30

aligned features

spatially filtered images

weight volume

softmax

··················
+

Ipred

Figure 5. Fusion Network. The aligned features from all three bursts are
concatenated with the spatially filtered images and processed by a CNN to
obtain a weight volume. The weights are used to compute the denoised result
as a weighted per-pixel sum over the spatially filtered images.

F. Training

Some components of the denoising pipeline like the SGN and
the alignment module are pretrained. We stopped the gradients
from going through the SGN networks, which effectively turns
the three burst streams B, B10 and B30 into separate inputs.
The RAFT network in the alignment module was frozen and
used as fixed differentiable operation. The remaining trainable
weights are in the CNNs for the feature extractor, the content-
adaptive cooperative spatial filter, and the burst fusion module.
We train end-to-end with ADAM [35] from a simple L1-loss
L = ∥Ipred − Igt∥1 on the ground truth Igt.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluate our method by comparing to state of the art
and validate our architecture choices with an ablation study.

A. Training and experimental setup

For the pre-denoising we use the SGN pre-trained with
σ = 10, 30 [36]. For the burst denoising training both the SGN
pre-denoising and the RAFT alignment model are frozen. We
trained on the OpenImages [37] dataset and evaluated on the
grayscale burst benchmark [22] and RGB burst benchmark
following the usual conventions [10, 23, 24]. The ground truth
images are shifted and corrupted by adding heteroscedastic
Gaussian noise [38] with variance σ2

r+σ2
sx. Here x is the clean

pixel value, while σr and σs denote the readout and shot noise
parameters, respectively. Those noise parameters are assumed to
be known both during training and testing, and are used in the
feature extractor. During training they are sampled uniformly
in the log-domain from the range log(σr) ∈ [−3,−1.5] and
log(σs) ∈ [−4,−2]. The comparisons are evaluated with 2
different noise lvl.1 and lvl.2, corresponding to noise parameters
(-2.2, -2.6) and (-1.8, -2.2) respectively. Training was done on
2 TITAN Xp GPUs and took about 96 hours to converge.

Color Grayscale

model lvl. 1 lvl. 2 lvl. 1 lvl. 2
KPN [22] 38.38 35.96 36.47 33.93
BPN [39] 40.16 37.08 38.18 35.42

MFIR-1 [10] 40.16 37.08 39.37 36.51
MFIR-2 [10] 42.21 39.13 39.37 36.51
BIPNET [24] 42.28 40.20 41.26 38.74

Ours 42.49 39.18 41.35 36.61

Table I
PSNR VALUES OF THE EVALUATION GRAYSCALE BURST DATASET. BLUE
SHOWS BEST RESULTS WHILE GREEN SHOWS THE SECOND BEST RESULTS.
lvl. INDICATES THE LEVEL OF GAUSSIAN NOISE ADDED ACCORDING TO

EVALUATION CONVENTION.

B. Results

The quantitative comparison with other methods in Ta-
ble IV-B shows that our model delivers overall state-of-the-art
performance the aforementioned benchmark in the evaluation
of the model-unseen dataset. On deep introspection, we can
say that due to SGN and further multiple kernel-based filtering,
the model successfully recovers the image even from the heavy
noise scenarios. In the future, one could add additional SGN-
based denoising stages with different pre-trained noises to
analyze whether further boosting of lvl.1 and lvl.2 would be
possible. Additionally, larger filter kernels can be added to
the model in order to enhance the results for higher noise
scenarios.

Exemplar qualitative results on individual images are shown
in Figure 6

C. Ablation Study

Model lvl.1 gray

without SGN pre-denoising 40.81
without RAFT alignment 38.54
without content-adaptive filtering 41.27
Ours – complete pipeline 41.35

Table II
ABLATION STUDY. REMOVING THE INDIVIDUAL PARTS OF THE PIPELINE

AND TRAINING THE MODEL FROM SCRATCH REVEALS THE IMPORTANCE OF
EACH COMPONENT. ONLY BY COMBINING SGN-BASED PRE-DENOSING,

FLOW-BASED ALIGNMENT AND CONTENT-ADPATIVE FILTERING GOOD
PERFORMANCE IN HIGHT NOISE LEVELS CAN BE ACHIEVED.

Since our module consists of several pretrained blocks
and trainable sub-modules, we analyse the effectiveness of
each of the components with the corresponding ablation in
Table II. Here, we removed individual parts of the pipeline and
trained the network from scratch. Removing all SGN blocks
effectively suppresses pre-denoising of the input. Although
the low-noise evaluation performs comparatively well, image
quality deteriorates as the noise increases due to the lack of
cleaner proposals at the initial stages. Without the alignment
module, the final fusion step is impared and we see lower
performance on all noise levels. Particularly lvl.1 is impacted.



Finally, the cooperative content-adaptive filtering adds almost
equally to the reconstruction quality of all noise levels levels.

D. Qualitative Results

In Figure 6 we demonstrate the improved performance
of our pipeline on a number of example images. Even for
drastically different amount of noise our approach outperforms
BIPNET [24] on every image. The denoised image is signifi-
cantly closer to the ground truth result, as is evident from the
error maps.

A failure case is shown in Figure 7. In this example, apart
from the high motion, the image consists of sharp features
which is preserved by our network which is not detected as
noise.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We propose a deep-burst denoising model based on optical
flow guided alignment and cooperative filtering. A well-
established single image denoising module generates pre-
denoised burst input images for two different assumed noise
levels. Alignment to the reference frame is performed using a
state of the art optical flow network. Providing the original input
burst and the pre-denoised stacks ensures the good performance
of the optical flow alignment. Based on the aligned features
and images a set of content-adaptive spatially-varying filter
kernel is predicted to smooth each input image individually. A
fusion block finally combines all intermediate results to the
final denoised output. In the future, one can also compare the
effect of state of the art optical flow based correspondence
alignment on the quality of the burst image denosing.

Our approach yields state-of-the-art results across low noise
levels on the standard benchmark data sets. Higher noise
scenarios working on different pre-denoised images shows
a comparable benefit.
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Noisy input Region of interest Input error BIPNET error Our error

Figure 6. Qualitative performance of our algorithm with respect to BIPNET [24] on the evaluation color dataset. Notice the excessive smoothing by BIPNET
which removes the sharper features in comparison to the ground truth. Our network retains the details and removes the noise as well. Darker region corresponds
to lesser error which indicates better denoising. It is to be noted that the error maps have been scaled 5 times for better visual understanding.



Noisy input Region of interest Input error BIPNET error Our error

Figure 7. Worst performing images in the test set. The excessive noise in the input combined with strong camera motion deteriorates the denoising performance.
It is to be noted that the error maps have been scaled 2 times for better visual understanding.
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